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THE RUINS ARE ENDLESS 
 
A scenario generator for fights in the rubble 
 
By Andrew Boswell 
 
Based on The Forest is Vast By Tim Greene and Trevor Brabyn 
(http://home.earthlink.net/%7Ecyberkiwi/soldiers/rules3.html)  

Introduction	  
This scenario generator is based on the earlier work, The Forest is Vast. It is designed to create 
semi-randomised terrain and scenario conditions for skirmish level wargames set in Post 
Apocalyptic games (Gamma World, Mutants and Death Ray Guns, Metemorphosis Alpha, and 
any of the long list of Zombiepocalypse settings). In addition, it is suitable for generating meeting 
encounter games for urban fantasy settings (Mordheim), and any ‘lost city’ exploration style 
games. 

The tone of the generator is to create close terrain adventures where the sides must explore an 
area of city ruin (either ancient, fantasy of high tech) that has become choked with vegetation, 
littered with hazards and overrun with feral foes. 

The generator works with your favourite set of rules and with your scale of encounter and 
miniatures: all it does is provide some framework for the game(s). 

Method	  
The board 
Divide the table into a grid of squares. You do not need to actually draw these on your table if 
you do not want to: instead, using a ruler mentally divide the table and then remember how it is 
broken up so you can measure during play to find the squares. This helps define the initial 
exploratory movement of your troops, but has no effect on play once the sides encounter each 
other, or if either engages with any of the local fauna, flora, or terrain. Depending on the size of 
your table you can make the squares any size you like. On a 4’ x 4’ table ( ~120cm x 120cm) a 
good size would be 1’ by 1’ (30cm x 30cm). This gives you 16 squares to explore through. On a 
spare sheet of paper roughly recreate and number this grid so that you can set up the hidden 
objectives. 

The squares are just there to help identify the location of random elements and to help with 
‘strategic’ movement. All the normal rules of your favourite miniatures rules regarding 
movement and terrain apply once you get into the tactical battle phases. 

Terrain 
Populate the playing area with lots of terrain. Make the table busy and interesting. It can help to 
place the terrain so that a clear separation between squares is visible, but unless you have an 
enormous number of squares and plan a very long expedition, it should not matter. As long as you 
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have some method to identify the squares for strategic movement and objective placement, 
populate the board with your terrain models any way you like. 

Forces 
Decide what the starting sides will be; identify the figures in your groups. Always keep at least 
one of your groups off the board at the beginning of the game as they may come on later as a 
result of exploration. This simulates some of your troops making a deep reconnaissance before 
your main party arrived. 

Set aside several non-player groups (single figure monsters, bunches of lesser monsters, insane 
survivalists, zombies and so on). These represent the normal inhabitants of the city who may be 
encountered. 

Objectives 
Decide and set aside an odd number mission objective markers. If you have a specific scenario in 
mind, such as ‘find the nuclear bunker’, then you might have just a single marker. Alternatively, 
if the mission is simply forage for food, or loot for treasure, you might choose to have five or 
even seven markers. Collection of or simply occupying and holding this/these markers make the 
victory conditions for the game. Try to characterise these objectives as something meaningful for 
your genre.  

To place the mission objectives, make as many cards as there are terrain tiles (say, 16 in the 
example above). Write on as many cards as you have objectives (for example, if you had decided 
that there would be five objectives, corresponding to weapons or food caches, or significant 
ancient artefacts that ‘belong in a museum’, then you would mark five cards). Turn the cards 
over, shuffle them, and place them on your paper template. Objectives are now set, though their 
exact location is unknown to the players. 

Starting places 
Dice off to see who will be the defender. The defender does not necessarily own the area of the 
encounter but they have slightly more local knowledge than the other player. The defender 
chooses three cards from the terrain map and checks their underside, then replaces then face 
down. The defender now chooses where he wants to enter the board from. This must be a corner, 
or within two squares of a corner (or if you are playing on a board that is not square, choose a 
short side to start from). 

The other player is the attacker. He may now draw one card from the map and check its 
underside. This can be one that the defender has already checked, or a fresh one. Then he replaces 
the card face down on the map. The attacker now places his forces on the table roughly, or close 
enough to, opposite the defender’s forces. 

You can split up your forces: they do not need to all come on in the same square. However, 
groups may only have one square gap between them at the start (that is, groups in your army can 
start all in the same square, or they can be in consecutive edge squares, or they can leave a square 
gap between them, but they cannot have a gap of two or more squares between them at the start).  

Start play 
Now everything is in place, the game can begin: 

• Attacker goes first, moving (one group or many groups, depending on your rules) into a 
square(s) (orthogonally or diagonally). He then flips over the corresponding card on the 
map, exposing it for both players.  

• Then he rolls against the Discovery table below to find out the extra details of the square. 
Once declared, the contents and nature of the square are defined for the rest of the game 
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and the same effects will occur (except for already harvested plants or hunted animals) 
every time a group passes through there. It helps at this stage to write on the card map 
what was encountered in the square for later reference. 

• Any monsters or extra terrain are now added on to the table in the square, and encounters 
are played out using your favourite rules. 

• Then play passes to the defender who repeats the process, and so on.  

• Opposing player takes the role of any antagonists. 

• When the opposing players’ forces meet they fight it out as usual (and this may well be 
the objective for the game: to find each other in the rubble and have a rumble). 

• During the normal combat you may move your forces around as normal, and this may 
result in your spreading out and occupying adjacent squares. This is fine: do not worry 
about it until the combat is complete. Once complete, however, you should pull your 
figures back within a single square, making normal use of terrain if applicable. This will 
typically be the one you first moved into, if you won the combat, or the one you were 
forced to retreat to, if you lost. Any other squares you entered during the combat have 
their map cards turned up as you have briefly reconnoitred them.  

• At the end of the encounter, if successful (still in the square and not forced to retreat 
through defeat or elimination) any objective can be claimed. 

Discovery Table 

D12 What the group finds in the square, in addition to the physical terrain pieces that you 
placed there at setup. Both the physical terrain and these items below immediately come 
into force: add extra terrain models to reflect the changes if necessary. 

1 A path. Regardless of what terrain models are present, the group has found a clear path 
that winds through the rubble and vegetation. The rest of the square may still be dense, 
overgrown, or choked with refuse and if the group expands into it through activities in 
neighbouring squares (manoeuvring because of combat, for example) it is immediately 
subject to your usual terrain/movement rules.  

2 Bad vibes. Something is creepy about this place and the group refuses to enter it: go back 
one square (if playing solitaire encounter an opposition force in the square you back into) 

3 Open patch. In the middle of the area the group finds a cleared patch that has been used 
as a camping spot (on a further roll of 11-12 there is a group camped there. Select these 
from your available city locals. They will be initially watchful but neutral. Your group 
may ignore them, attempt to interact with them in some way (this may be a role-playing 
opportunity to gather information or trade), or attack them to take whatever they have. If 
the camp is unoccupied the group may rest here and recover, if your rules accommodate 
such things. 

4 Wild animals. The group chances upon a herd/mob/bunch/cluster of unintelligent 
animals. Your group may stop and hunt them, not moving next turn. This earns you 
victory points equal to half the value of whatever you have assigned to the main 
objectives (in solitaire games there is a 50% chance of an enemy group hidden in 
ambush in this square). There is only one turn’s worth of game animals here: you cannot 
spend multiple turns hunting in the same square, even if you come this way again. 

5 Open terrain. Whatever ever terrain models are actually present within the square, the 
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group finds it easy going. This area has the most favourable movement conditions that 
your system allows, and so the group may immediately move again into an adjacent 
square. 

6 Encounter enemy group. Your opponent may place a group that he has kept in reserve, or 
he may reposition one of his already on-table groups in the square. A fight immediately 
occurs. 

7 Dense terrain. Regardless of what terrain models are represented in this square, the group 
finds it particularly tough going. The most difficult movement conditions in your rules 
apply to this region, and the group loses its next turn as it attempts to make its way 
through. 

8 Native village. The group stumbles on the home of the group of aggressive locals. Place 
one of the groups of natives miniatures here: opposing player may set them up to take 
advantage of whatever terrain is present and then plays the side.  

9 ‘Natural’ hazard. This varies depending on your genre, but suggestions include: 
radioactive pools, open biohazard drums, quicksand, or a swamp full of leeches. Test for 
each figure in the group to see if he survives the hazard (you could use something like a 
‘jumping’ test in your preferred rules. Alternatively roll d6 and on a 2 the figure is 
wounded, on a 1 he is out of the game). 

10 Encounter monsters. This varies depending on your genre, but suggestions include: 
zombies, goblins, giant spiders, rats, or perhaps just feral humans. Select a group from 
those you set aside for the locals. Your opponent plays this side, but may not claim that 
the locals have any particular prepared defensive measures. 

11 Wild plants. The group breaks into an area where rare and/or desirable plants are 
growing wild. Your group may stop and gather them, not moving next turn. This earns 
you victory points equal to half the value of whatever you have assigned to the main 
objectives (in solitaire games there is a 50% chance of an enemy group hidden in 
ambush in this square). There is only one turn’s worth of plant matter here: you cannot 
spend multiple turns gathering in the same square, even if you come this way again. 

12 A path. Regardless of what terrain models are present, the group has found a clear path 
that winds through the rubble and vegetation. The rest of the square may still be dense, 
overgrown, or choked with refuse and if the group expands into it through activities in 
neighbouring squares (manoeuvring because of combat, for example) it is immediately 
subject to your usual terrain/movement rules. 

Victory 
Overall, the objective of the game is to explore the area and claim the objective markers. How 
many objective markers you have and what they mean is up to you. The player that manages to 
exit the board from one of the squares they started from with more points than their opponent is 
the winner. 

Here is a suggested value structure for five objectives: 

Each objective maker: 6 points. 

Each round of animal hunting: 3 points. 

Each round of plant gathering: 3 points. 
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Enemy figures killed: 2 points. 

‘Monsters’ or locals killed: 1 point. 

Therefore, if you managed to collect the 5 objectives and get to the table edge you would gain 30 
points. You could achieve the same thing by killing 15 of your enemy’s figures, or 30 locals, or 
by hunting and gathering a combination of 10 times. 

Finally, you can collect and do any combination of these things to build up your victory points. 


